
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY LAW SOCIETY INC.
ABN 49 844 560 526

Minutes of Executive Meeting held on 8/8/2022
Chair: Ben Hines
Minute taker: Eden McSheffrey

Meeting opened: 9:10pm

Present:
Ben Hines President

Irene Ma Vice President (Education)

Thrishank Chintamaneni Vice President (Careers)

Julia Tran Treasurer

Eden McSheffrey Secretary

Harriet Walker Competitions Director

Maja Vasic Competitions Director

Vivienne Davies Socials Director

Onor Nottle Campus Director

Adam Schaffer Sports Director

Ariana Haghighi Publications Director

Michelle Chim International Student Officer

Yijun Cui Equity Officer

Grace Wallman Disabilities Officer

Elizabeth Nutting Women’s Officer

Edward Ford Queer Officer

Nishta Gupta Ethnocultural Officer

Julia Lim Marketing Director

Justine Hu Design Director

Absent: Grace Wong Apologies: Naz Sharifi

Late: Early Departures: Kelly Ma (9:14pm)
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MINUTES

1 Welcome and Apologies
The Chair welcomed attendees to the meeting and Thrishank delivered an Acknowledgement of
Country. An apology was received from Naz Sharifi.

Motion: That Naz Sharifi’s apology be accepted.
Moved: Onor Nottle
Seconded: Grace Wallman
The motion was carried unanimously with zero abstentions.

No conflicts of interest were declared.

2 Procedural matters
Motion: That the minutes from the Executive Meeting held 1 August 2022 be approved as a
correct and accurate record of the meeting.

Moved: Thrishank Chintamaneni
Seconded: Julia Lim
The motion was carried unanimously with zero abstentions.

3 Last week updates/shoutouts
- Elizabeth shouted out Thrishank for attending her event on the weekend.
- Maja and Harriet shouted out Ariana, Elizabeth and Grace Wa. for supporting the intro to

competitions workshops.
- Ben shouted out Elizabeth for everything that she did to organise the event on the

weekend.
- Grace Wa. shouted out Julia Lim for her non-stop marketing grind.
- Maja shouted out Harriet for best mediation management at CDRC vienna.
- Julia shouted out Grace Wa. for her work setting up the inaugural Disabilities mentoring

program.
- Maja and Harriet shouted out Kelly for getting all of our Sem 2 comps sponsored.

4 What’s on this week
a. Mon: JD Torts Moot GF
b. Tues: Negs GF
c. Wed: Women’s Mooting Program Introductory Event + Demo Moot; Interfaculty Oztag
d. Thurs: Queer Mentoring Program Networking Event
e. Fri:
f. Mon:

5 Portfolio updates
Onor discussed some feedback about Semester 1 she received from her committee. She noted
that their main concern was not enough information or visibility about our events and initiatives.
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She noted one suggestion was updating the website more and starting to use posters and
expand campus visibility. Onor also noted they would have liked more social events.

Ben suggested potentially moving the ‘Whats on in SULS’ board outside the office to somewhere
more central. He also suggested we use A frames in the main thoroughfare of the annex. Adam
suggested printing the weekly and putting it on the noticeboard.

Julia Lim noted that lots of young people are moving away from Facebook and we have tried to
increase our instagram output. She noted that sometimes the details of events change at the last
minute which may be a challenge to printing out posters.

Grace Wa. discussed the Disabilities Peer Mentoring Program and that we need more mentees
for the program. She asked the executive to share the word and encourage people to sign up.

6 Strike next week
Onor noted there is a strike next week and asked the Executive if they are putting out a post and
shutting down the office.

Ben said we will definitely shut down the office. Julia L said we could put out a clear notice saying
that we are shutting down the office and striking in solidarity – similar to before.

Ben asked if that was sufficient re the suls response.

Onor said she would prefer a stronger statement in solidarity. Grace Wa. agreed especially in the
context of how the faculty is not strong on following the picket protocols e.g. forcing people to do
on-call.

Ben asked Onor, Grace Wa. and Naz to draft up that statement over the next few days for the
Executive to vote on at the next meeting.

Meeting closed: 9:27pm
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